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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

eat 5176 # trogo {tro'-go}; probably strengthened from a collateral form of the base of 5134 and 5147 
through the idea of corrosion or wear; or perhaps rather of a base of 5167 and 5149 through the idea of a 
crunching sound; to gnaw or chew, i.e. (generally) to eat: -- {eat}. 

gnaw 1633 ## garam {gaw-ram'}; a primitive root; to be spare or skeleton-like; used only as a denominative
from 1634; (causative) to bone, i.e. denude (by extensive, craunch) the bones: -- {gnaw} the bones, break. 

gnaw 3145 # massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary masso (to handle or squeeze); to chew: -- 
{gnaw}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

gnaw 01633 ## garam {gaw-ram'} ; a primitive root ; to be spare or skeleton-like ; used only as a 
denominative from 01634 ; (causative) to bone , i . e . denude (by extensive , craunch) the bones : -- {gnaw} 
the bones , break . 

gnaw 06207 ## ` araq {aw-rak'} ; a primitive root ; to {gnaw} , i . e . (figuratively) eat (by hyberbole) ; also 
(participle) a pain : -- fleeing , sinew . 

gnaw 1044 - gaggraina {gang'-grahee-nah}; from graino (to {gnaw}); an ulcer ( " gangrene " ): -- canker. 

gnaw 3145 - massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary masso (to handle or squeeze); to chew: -- 
{gnaw}. 

gnaw 5176 - trogo {tro'-go}; probably strengthened from a collateral form of the base of 5134 and 5147 
through the idea of corrosion or wear; or perhaps rather of a base of 5167 and 5149 through the idea of a 
crunching sound; to {gnaw} or chew, i.e. (generally) to eat: -- eat. 

gnawer 5131 - tragos {trag'-os}; from the base of 5176; a he-goat (as a {gnawer}): -- goat. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

3145 + and they gnawed +/ . massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary masso (to handle or squeeze); 
to chew: --gnaw . 

5176 + eateth + He that eateth + he that eateth + they were eating +/ . trogo {tro'-go}; probably 
strengthened from a collateral form of the base of 5134 + up his wounds +/ and 5147 + his paths +/ through 
the idea of corrosion or wear; or perhaps rather of a base of 5167 + of turtledoves +/ and 5149 + and 
gnasheth +/ through the idea of a crunching sound; to gnaw or chew, i .e . (generally) to eat: --eat . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

gnaw 1633 -- garam -- {gnaw} the bones, break.

gnaw 3145 ** massaomai ** {gnaw}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

gnawed 3145 massaomai * {gnawed} , {3145 massaomai } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- gnaw , 1633 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

gnawed - 3145 {gnawed},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

gnaw Zep_03_03 # Her princes within her [are] roaring lions; her judges [are] evening wolves; they gnaw 
not the bones till the morrow.

gnawed Rev_16_10 # And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast; and his kingdom 
was full of darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for pain,



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

gnaw not the Zep_03_03 # Her princes within her [are] roaring lions; her judges [are] evening wolves; they 
gnaw not the bones till the morrow.

gnawed their tongues Rev_16_10 # And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast; and 
his kingdom was full of darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for pain,



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

gnaw ^ Zep_03_03 / gnaw /^not the bones till the morrow. 

gnawed ^ Rev_16_10 / gnawed /^their tongues for pain, 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

gnawed ......... and they gnawed 3145 -massaomai-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

gnaw Zep_03_03 Her princes within her [are] roaring lions; her judges [are] evening wolves; they {gnaw} 
not the bones till the morrow. 

gnawed Rev_16_10 And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast; and his kingdom was 
full of darkness; and they {gnawed} their tongues for pain, 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

gnawed ^ Rev_16_10 And <2532> the fifth <3991> angel <0032> poured out <1632> (5656) his <0846> vial 
<5357> upon <1909> the seat <2362> of the beast <2342>; and <2532> his <0846> kingdom <0932> was 
<1096> (5633) full of darkness <4656> (5772); and <2532> they {gnawed} <3145> (5711) their <0846> 
tongues <1100> for <1537> pain <4192>, 
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gnaw Zep_03_03 Her princes (08269 +sar ) within (07130 +qereb ) her [ are ] roaring lions (00738 +)ariy ) ; her judges (08199 +shaphat ) [ are ] evening (06153 +(ereb ) wolves (02061 +z@)eb ) ; they {gnaw} (01633 +garam
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gnawed Rev_16_10 And the fifth (3991 -pemptos -) angel (0032 -aggelos -) poured (1632 -ekcheo -) out his vial (5357 -phiale -) upon the seat (2362 -thronos -) of the beast (2342 -therion -) ; and his kingdom (0932 -basileia -)
was full of darkness (4656 -skotoo -) ; and they {gnawed} (3145 -massaomai -) their tongues (1100 -glossa -) for pain (4192 -ponos -) , 
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gnaw , ZEP , 3:3 gnawed , RE , 16:10 eat 5176 # trogo {tro'-go}; probably strengthened from a collateral form of 
the base of 5134 and 5147 through the idea of corrosion or wear; or perhaps rather of a base of 5167 and 5149 
through the idea of a crunching sound; to gnaw or chew, i.e. (generally) to eat: -- {eat}.[ql gnaw 3145 # 
massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary masso (to handle or squeeze); to chew: -- {gnaw}.[ql gnaw 
Interlinear Index Study gnaw ZEP 003 003 Her princes <08269 +sar > within <07130 +qereb > her [ are ] roaring 
lions <00738 +>ariy > ; her judges <08199 +shaphat > [ are ] evening <06153 + wolves <02061 +z@>eb > ; they 
{gnaw} <01633 +garam > not the bones <01633 +garam > till the morrow <01242 +boqer > . they gnaw not - 
gnaw , 1633 , gnawed -3145 {gnawed}, gnaw -1633 bones , break , {gnaw} , gnaw 1633 -- garam -- {gnaw} the 
bones, break. gnaw 3145 ** massaomai ** {gnaw}. gnawed ......... and they gnawed 3145 -massaomai-> gnaw 
1633 ## garam {gaw-ram'}; a primitive root; to be spare or skeleton-like; used only as a denominative from 1634; 
(causative) to bone, i.e. denude (by extensive, craunch) the bones: -- {gnaw} the bones, break. [ql gnaw 3145 # 
massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary masso (to handle or squeeze); to chew: -- {gnaw}.[ql gnaw 003 
003 Zep /^{gnaw /not the bones till the morrow . gnawed 016 010 Rev /${gnawed /their tongues for pain , gnaw 
Her princes within her [are] roaring lions; her judges [are] evening wolves; they {gnaw} not the bones till the 
morrow. 



gnaw , ZEP , 3:3 gnawed , RE , 16:10



eat 5176 # trogo {tro'-go}; probably strengthened from a collateral form of the base of 5134 and 5147 through the 
idea of corrosion or wear; or perhaps rather of a base of 5167 and 5149 through the idea of a crunching sound; to 
gnaw or chew, i.e. (generally) to eat: -- {eat}.[ql gnaw 3145 # massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary 
masso (to handle or squeeze); to chew: -- {gnaw}.[ql





gnawed -3145 {gnawed},



gnaw -1633 bones , break , {gnaw} ,



gnaw 1633 -- garam -- {gnaw} the bones, break. gnaw 3145 ** massaomai ** {gnaw}.





gnawed ......... and they gnawed 3145 -massaomai->



gnaw 1633 ## garam {gaw-ram'}; a primitive root; to be spare or skeleton-like; used only as a denominative from 
1634; (causative) to bone, i.e. denude (by extensive, craunch) the bones: -- {gnaw} the bones, break. [ql gnaw 
3145 # massaomai {mas-sah'-om-ahee}; from a primary masso (to handle or squeeze); to chew: -- {gnaw}.[ql
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gnaw Interlinear Index Study gnaw ZEP 003 003 Her princes <08269 +sar > within <07130 +qereb > her [ are ] 
roaring lions <00738 +>ariy > ; her judges <08199 +shaphat > [ are ] evening <06153 + wolves <02061 +z@>eb 
> ; they {gnaw} <01633 +garam > not the bones <01633 +garam > till the morrow <01242 +boqer > .



they gnaw not 



gnaw Zep_03_03 /^{gnaw /not the bones till the morrow . gnawed Rev_16_10 /${gnawed /their tongues for pain ,





- gnaw , 1633 , 



gnaw Her princes within her [are] roaring lions; her judges [are] evening wolves; they {gnaw} not the bones till 
the morrow.
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